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VOTING LIST HEADING 3

For the detailed overview of the amendments, Members are invited to refer to the following 
accompanying background documents:

- Rapporteur's strategy
- DOC 4
- Tables I, II and III in Annex 

The amendments for which a separate vote has been requested within the deadline will be 
voted after the compromise (restore DB or above DB) and in case they are adopted, they will 
prevail over the corresponding amendment listed in the compromise

COMPROMISE (BLOCK VOTE) - Figures in commitment appropriations only1

Block AM nb./Deponent Comments Rapp position Vote

First sub-
block: 
"restore DB"

See annex, table I 
If adopted, all other 

amendments on the same 
budgetary lines fall

+

Second sub-
block: 
"Migration 
above DB"

See annex, table II

If adopted, all other 
amendments on the same 

lines as well as related lines 18 
03 01 02, 18 03 01 03 , 18 03 

01 04 and 18 03 01 05 fall2

+

Third sub-
block: 
"Other AMs 
above DB"

See annex, table III

If adopted, all other 
amendments on the same

lines as well as all other 
amendments above DB on

other lines fall3

+

                                               
1

Except in the case of non-dissociated appropriations, for which the same amount in payment 
appropriations will be deemed adopted.
2 Except the amendments on which a request for separate vote is made by a political group.
3 Except the amendments on which a request for separate vote is made by a political group.
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SEPARATE VOTES (not covered by compromises)
- Figures in commitment appropriations only4

Budget line AM nb./Deponent Comments Rapp position Vote

17 04 01
Ensuring a 
higher animal 
health status 
and high level of 
protection of 
animals in the
Union

BUDG/4624
(Ferreira)

GUE request for separate vote

Above DB(CA)
Below DB (PA)

-

ENVI/6124
Falls if BUDG/4624 is adopted

Restore DB
+

18 01 06 01
Education, 
Audiovisual and 
Culture 
Executive 
Agency —
Contribution 
from the
programme 
‘Europe for 
Citizens’

BUDG/4502
(Ferreira)

Below DB -

18 02 01 01
Support of 
border 
management 
and a common 
visa policy to 
facilitate 
legitimate travel

BUDG/4501
(Ferreira)

Delete line -

18 02 01 02
Prevention and 
fight against 
cross-border 
organised crime 
and better 
management of
security related 
risks and crisis

BUDG/4499
(Ferreira)

Delete line -

                                               
4 Except in the case of non-dissociated appropriations, when the corresponding amount in payment 
appropriations will be deemed adopted
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18 02 01 03
Setting up new 
IT systems to 
support the 
management of 
migration flows 
across the
external borders 
of the Union

BUDG/4627
(Matias)

Delete line -

18 02 01 04
Support for 
Member States 
search and 
rescue 
operations

GUE/7318 = 
BUDG/4496  

GUE request for separate vote

Creation of a new line
-

18 02 08
Schengen 
Information 
System (SIS II)

BUDG/4332
(Ferreira)

Delete line -

18 03 03
European 
fingerprint 
database 
(Eurodac)

BUDG/4632
(Anderson)

Delete figures -
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VOTE ON SPLIT OF LINES/NEW LINES (not figures)

18 02 01 04
EU Search and Rescue 
Fund
(DOC 4, part 4, p. 163)

S&D/7046

Falls if GUE/7318=BUDG/4496
is adopted

Creation of new line

EU Search and Rescue Fund

-

AMIF
18 03 01 01
18 03 01 02
18 03 01 03
18 03 01 04
18 03 01 05
(DOC 4, part 5, p. 16)

LIBE/6677
LIBE/6678
LIBE/6679
LIBE/6675
LIBE/6676

Block vote

Split of AMIF lines5
-

Europe for Citizens 
Initiative
18 04 01 01
18 04 01 02
(DOC 4, part 5, p. 34)

AFCO/6560

Only vote on split of 
lines/Separate line for the ECI

(if adopted = ECI on separate 
line under the Europe for 

Citizens Programme with 1,5 
million in appropriations)

+

18 04 02
European Citizen's 
Initiative 
(DOC 4, part 5, p. 39)

BUDG/4300
(Hoffmann)

Falls if AFCO/6560 is adopted

Only vote on new line for the 
ECI

(if adopted = ECI on new line 
with 1,5 million in 

appropriations)

+

                                               
5 If adopted, the figures from "migration AMs above DB, second sub-block" +79 012 373 million will be 
divided as suggested by LIBE AMs and  +800 000 000 million will be added to the new line 18 03 01 05 
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REMARKS

Budget line AM number Comments
Rapp 

position
Vote

09 05 05
Multimedia actions
(DOC 4, part 3, p. 67)

CULT/5807 Reference to Euranet Plus +

15 04 01 
Strengthening the 
financial capacity of 
SMEs and organisations 
in the European cultural
and creative sectors, and 
fostering policy 
development and new 
business models
(DOC 4, part 4, p. 51)

CULT/5843
Distinction between SMEs 

and very small 
organisations

+

16 03 01 02
Information for the 
media and audiovisual 
productions
Amend remarks
(DOC 4, part 4, p. 81)

AFCO/6550
Communicating Europe to 

citizens
+

16 03 04
House of European 
History
(DOC 4, part 4, p. 83)-

BUDG/3040
Rapporteurs' AM

(Fernandes + Deprez)

Appropriations also 
intended to cover 

exhibitions organised by 
the European House of 

History 

+

17 03 01 
Third programme for the 
Union’s action in the 
field of health (2014-
2020)
(DOC 4, part 4, p. 91)

ALDE/8075

+ oral AM
by rapporteur

Oral AM:
"promoting health, and 

promoting mental health,
notably concerning 

adolescents as part of 
health in general

preventing diseases, and
fostering supportive 

environments for healthy 
lifestyles"...

+

17 04 01
Ensuring a higher animal 
health status and high 
level of protection of 
animals in the
Union
(DOC 4, part 4, p. 131)

BUDG/4148 
(Negrescu)

Title change: 
Domestic and wild animals, 

species endangered to 
disappear

-

17 04 02 
Ensuring timely detection 
of harmful organisms for 
plants and their 
eradication
(DOC 4, part 4, p. 132)

GUE/7325
BUDG/4625 

(Zuber)

Identical
Forest 

ecosystems/outermost 
regions 

-
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17 04 03
Ensuring effective, 
efficient and reliable 
controls
(DOC 4, part 4, p. 134)

BUDG/4060
(Belder )

Prevent animal clone 
imports

-

17 04 04
Fund for emergency 
measures related to 
animal and plant health
(DOC 4, part 4, p. 135)

GUE/7327
BUDG/4626 

(Ferreira)

Identical 
Impact on exposed MSs 
and outermost regions

-

18 02 01 01
Support of border 
management and a 
common visa policy to 
facilitate legitimate 
travel
(DOC 4, part 4, p. 148)

FEMM/6014 Gender-disaggregated data +

GUE/7316
BUDG/4500

Identical 
Secure and legal migration 

routes
-

18 02 01 02 
Prevention and fight 
against cross-border 
organised crime and 
better management of
security related risks and 
crisis
(DOC 4, part 4, p. 153)

BUDG/4497
(Anderson)

Relocation from Greece 
and Italy

-

BUDG/4057
(Belder)

Counter-terrorism 
initiatives

+

GUE/7317 Updating ISF objectives -

BUDG/4498
(Ferreira)

Updating ISF objectives -

18 03 01 01 
Strengthening and 
developing the Common 
European Asylum System 
and enhancing solidarity 
and responsibility sharing 
between the Member 
States
(DOC 4, part 5, p. 14)

FEMM/6041

Gender approach

Falls if split of AMIF lines is 
adopted

-

GUE/7319
BUDG/4331 
(Anderson)

Identical 
Gender approach

Falls if split of AMIF lines is 
adopted

-

18 03 01 02
Supporting legal 
migration to the Union 
and promoting the 
effective integration of 
third-country nationals 
and enhancing fair and 
effective return 
strategies
(DOC 4, part 5, p. 19)

BUDG/4504 
(Ferreira)

Change of title (minus 
return)

Falls if split of AMIF lines is 
adopted

-
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18 04 01
Europe for Citizens —
Strengthening 
remembrance and 
enhancing capacity for 
civic participation at the 
Union level
(DOC 4, part 5, p. 36)

BUDG/4115
(Böge)

+ Oral AM by Mr Böge

Oral AM by Böge:

"This appropriation is 
intended to cover actions 

such as partnerships, 
structural support, 

remembrance projects, 
Union history and its 

identity, citizens’ meetings, 
networks of twinned 

towns, citizens’ and civil 
societies projects, peer 

reviews, studies and 
communication services, 
support measures, events 
and support structures in 

the Member States, 
including projects of civil 

society organisations 
promoting integration, 

linguistic diversity, 
cohesion, and non-
discrimination, with 
particular focus on 

European minorities."

+

33 02 01
Ensuring the protection
of rights and 
empowering citizens 
(DOC 4, part 6, p. 76)

BUDG/4597
(Zuber)

Promote and ensure social 
and labour rights of 

workers
-

FEMM/6023

(GUE/7407
BUDG/4596 

(Anderson) covered)

Identical 
LGBTI and migrants, 

women's rights 
organisations, women's 

shelters

-

33 02 02 
Promoting non-
discrimination and 
equality
(DOC 4, part 6, p. 81)

FEMM/6042
Gender approach and 

budgeting
-

33 03 01
Supporting and 
promoting judicial 
training and facilitating 
effective access to justice 
for all
(DOC 4, part 6, p. 102)

FEMM/6026

(BUDG/4003 
(Borzan) covered)

Identical 
Gender approach

+
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Amendments covered/falling following the adoption of

COMPROMISE First sub-block “Restore DB”

GUE/7325, BUDG/4625, GUE/7327, BUDG/4626, BUDG/4597, BUDG/4595, VERT/7702, 
BUDG/4594, BUDG/4598

COMPROMISE Second sub-block “Migration above DB”

BUDG/4121, BUDG/4330, BUDG/4251, BUDG/4254, BUDG/4504, BUDG/4365, VERT/7723 

COMPROMISE Third sub-block “Other AMs above DB”

BUDG/4452, BUDG/4628, BUDG/4616, BUDG/4067, BUDG/4617, ENVI/6122, GUE/7312, 
BUDG/4619, BUDG/4497, BUDG/4411, CULT/5850, LIBE/5949, BUDG/4115, BUDG/4299, 
BUDG/4149


